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Methods
• The competitive brain and body 

growth model computed growth 
trajectory for a single subject, and 
included daily nutrient intake.

• The model was a recursion of a 
daily growth function, that took as 
input the individual state and 
nutrient intake for a particular day.

• The model returned the new 
individual state for the next day. 

• Energy use was tracked across 
multiple reservoirs: basal 
metabolism for between brain and 
body maintenance2, activity, brain 
growth3,4, lean body mass growth, 
and fat use or accumulation. 

• Several global parameters were 
important in model behavior and 
were modified to adjust model 
predictions or performance. 

• These parameters included 
competition coefficients that 
encoded the relative priority of 
different uses of available energy 
when overall energy was 
constrained. 

• The model used discrete time 
steps (not continuous differential 
equations). 

• A single time step – typically 1 d –
took a subject from one to a new 
state; all reservoirs were updated 
and various necessary measures 
were computed along the way. 

• The model evolved by repeating 
the application of the single step.

• At each step, new input 
parameters specific to that step 
were added, such as daily caloric 
intake. 

• The expected growth at each age 
also was used in each step, so 
each time step differed from 
previous steps.
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Results
• Normative growth curves 

associated with each percentile 
growth channel of the World 
Health Organization standard 
growth curves1 were 
characterized. 

• The model estimated daily 
nutrient intakes for the first 5 
years of a longitudinal 
Guatemala study (92 children). 

• The model estimated the 
approximate path of nutrient 
intake received by each subject, 
to fit a set of known weights at 
reported times. 

• The full nutrient intake path had 
more degrees of freedom than 
number of known weights; 
therefore, we sought an average 
level of feeding relative to the 
subject’s estimated caloric needs 
in a piecewise fashion, from one 
measurement to the next. 

• The fitting procedure was 
promising but did not have 
unique solutions. 

• It was determined that more data 
sets would be needed to narrow 
the parameter space, including 
plausible feeding scenarios for 
healthy and challenged 
populations and basic growth 
phenotypes.

Conclusions
• The competitive body and brain 

model may provide a framework for 
mechanistic exploration of 
anthropometric outcomes and permit 
evaluation of different scenarios of 
nutrient intake, such as regular 
feeding, malnutrition, and caloric 
intake to support catch-up growth. 

• The model characterized normative 
infant growth curves and simulated 

different scenarios including regular 
feeding, catch-up growth, and under-
and over nutrition based on changes 
in nutritional intake. 

• Available energy generated from 
varied nutrient intake was assigned 
to different reservoirs that may 
compete for caloric resources when 
there is underfeeding and 
malnutrition. 
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Objective
• To model the resource 

competition between body 
and brain during human 
development from birth to 
age 5 y in nutritionally 
challenged populations.
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